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Abstract 

 NOC is an approach in designing communication subsystems 
between intelligent property (IP) cores in SOC with greater 
efficiency. Packet switched network are being proposed as global 
communication architecture for future soc designs and 
implementation . For effective global on-chip communication, 
on-chip routers provide expected routing functionality with low 
complexity and better performance. This paper provides 
Analytical Design and implementation of on-chip router 
architecture for MPSOC, with dynamic weight arbiter introduced 
into RKT switch. 
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1. Introduction 

 With the development of integration technology, 
System- on-Chip (SoC), composed of heterogeneous cores 
on a single chip, has entered billion-transistor era. As the 
microprocessor industry is moving from single-core to 
multi- core and eventually to many-core architectures, 
containing tens to hundreds of identical cores arranged as 
chip multiprocessors, which also require efficient 
communications among processors. Both SoC and 
microprocessor call for a high-performance, flexible, 
scalable, and design-friendly interconnection.  

 

2. Smart  NoC 

Networks-on-Chip (NoC) is a good solution to support 
communication on System-on-ChipAn NoC comprises 
routers and interconnections allowing communication 
between the PEs and/or IPs. The NoC relies on data packet 
exchange. The path for a data packet between a source and 
a destination through the routers is defined by the routing 
algorithm.  

 
 

2.1 Dynamic reliable NoC 
.  

 
 

Fig. 1  . Illustration of a dynamic reliable NoC. (a) Normal operation. (b) 
Dynamic implementation of an IP. (c) Online detection of a faulty router. 

 

Figure 1. illustrstes how an NoC will change its path in 
the presence of an intellectual property or detect a faulty 
router during the course of data packet exchange from 
source to destination. 
 

2.2 RKT switch 
This paper discusses the concept of RKT switch[1] 

which is a four port device. Here data would be taken in 
through the loopback module.  Twenty four bit data flit is 
decoded into eighteen bit original data. This data is further 
error checked, we used hamming for detection of two bit 
errors and correction of any one bit in addition in case of 
error it sends err signal to neighbouring routers and also to 
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the diagonal neighbours. Later by destination address 
extaction from the the original data flit the router decides 
whether the packet  has to continue its journey. Router is 
designed with the help of  xy-routing algorithm. 

Routed data is meant to be stored in the output buffer  
in all the other directions, wherein router decides in which 
direction the data need to be routed. 

In the router specified direction only the data is 
encoded back and is given out through the loopback 
module. Figure 2 shows the architecture of RKT switch. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 . Architecture of RKT switch.  

2.3 Loopback module 

Function of this module is, if a router is unavailable 
data looped back into the same router as a data in from the 
direction in which this data was meant to be routed.   
 

 

Fig. 3  Loopback module. 

3. Dynamic weight arbiter 

An arbiter decides how effectively sharing 
resources can be utilized. We are familiar with fixed 
priority arbiter where priority is fixed and round robin 
arbiter where equal time allotted for all masters.  

Here arbitration is done based on dynamic lottery 
algorithm. That is, in accordance with a predefined 
priority each master is assigned with a specific number of 
tickets. 
 This algorithm uses turn weights approach based on the 
instantaneous network traffic, that is whenever a FIFO 
gets full corresponding to a master, the congestion bit goes 
high and that master is given the highest priority. In turn 
that master is provided with maximum number of tickets, 
and the one with highest priority is provided with the 
number of tickets which the master with congestion had 
previously held.  
 The proposed designs are governed by the 
probability equation  where  

represents the ith masters probability to get the bus granted. 
Request from ith master is being represented by ri. where ti 
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represents the number of tickets the ith master holds in 
accordance with its priority or weight. 

 

Fig. 4. Dynamic weight arbiter 

4. Proposed design 
      In the proposed design we introduced the dynamic 
weight arbiter discussed in section 3 into the base  RKT 
switch removing the output buffers and introducing a 
crossbar switch for smooth input output transfer. 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed design of base RKT with arbiter and crossbar switch.  

5. Experiments and results 
 

Simulation  was done in modelsim and synthesis 
report  was summarized  in Xilinx ISE 13.2. 

RKTs with arbiter and without arbiter was 
simulated  and implemented. 

 
 
 

 

 Fig. 6. Simulation result of NoC without arbiter. 

Fig. 7. Simulation result of NoC with arbiter. 
Table 1. Comparison table  
Selected Device : 3s500epq208-5  
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DEVICE 
RKT 

 
DEVICE 
UTILISATION 

DELAY 
(ns)  

WITHOUT
ARBITER 54% 30.36 
WITH  
ARBITER 25% 31.18 

 
 

6. Conclusion 

We introduced dynamic weight arbiter into NoC, 
which allows us reduce the device utilization by 50%. This 
was possible as all the output buffers were removed. But 
logic gate delay increases in RKT with arbiter as there is 
the presence of  arbiters on all sides and crossbar switch.  

 
This paper would definitely help us reduce the size of 

NoC, with smart arbitration technique within. 
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